WHEATLEY PARISH COUNCIL– FULL COUNCIL 04.07.2022
ITEM 51– HIGH STREET PARKING REPORT
Author:
Strategic Goal:

Cllr Burnett/Clerk on behalf of High St Working Group
1. To continue to support the village so it becomes a vibrant and sustainable
community for everyone
Legislation:
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, ss57,63
Summary:
Report and recommendation from High St Working Group, following review
of parking and parking restrictions on High St, Wheatley.
______________________________________________________________________
Executive Summary
Recommendation:
The working group propose to retain and enforce existing restrictions, and to review this in 12
months. The rationale for this is:
a) The risks posed by long-term parking on the heart of the village should restrictions be
removed are significant and not limited to impact on businesses. Parking capacity is an
existing concern, particularly during daytime hours, and it is likely this would be worsened
by the removal of restrictions.
b) A primary reason given for removing restrictions is the potential for displacement of
parking from the High Street to neighbouring streets, should the existing restrictions be
enforced. However, the time limited nature of the restrictions, and the distribution of
parking on nearby streets, means that this may have limited impact.
c) Future planning – increase in village housing is likely to increase demand on High Street
space.
d) The consultation responses were broadly supportive of retaining the existing restrictions
and of parking enforcement to tackle inconsiderate parking in the village.
Concerns of this strategy:
- Impact on residents
- Potential displacement of parking
- Whether a 2-hour limit deters some longer visits to the village, such as multi-purpose or
social visits.
Mitigations:
- The long stay car park operated by SODC is under-utilised. This could be better sign
posted and used for longer visits to the High Street.
- Blue badge users are exempt from time restrictions.
- The restrictions are only effective between 9 and 4, Monday-Friday. This means that
someone parking at 2pm can leave their car till 11am the following day with impunity.
This will meet the needs of many residents although not all.
Next Steps:
- To review after 12 months. If the impact of parking enforcement is disproportionate to
the concerns posed by removing restrictions, this can be revisited.
- To distribute the consultation results, particularly to the Open Spaces and Traffic
committees, and the Neighbourhood Plan group.
Consultation:
Closed Questions: The majority of respondents reported having difficulty parking on the High
Street “always” or “sometimes”, and the majority were in favour of retaining the existing
restrictions. The most common reason for visiting the High Street was to access the shops and
services, and the most popular option for “more of this” on the High Street was seating.
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Open Questions: The consultation returned a diverse spread of comments. A key theme was
that things broadly work as they are, many respondents indicated that they would be keen to
retain the status quo. However, responses were split across which of the 3 options best
approximated the current arrangement.
Key themes were:












Value of High Street and village character, and how to preserve this.
That High Street parking was a low priority issue in comparison with other issues
(frequent examples were traffic on Littleworth Road and HGVs)
Limited capacity of High Street
Who needs to park - many respondents discussed the importance of providing some
parking for the shops and businesses. Some discussed the importance of disabled
parking. Others acknowledged the importance of residents being able to park near their
homes. Others noted that as many neighbouring villages lack facilities, parking is
essential to enable them to access buses and facilities. Some were concerned that
businesses may struggle to recruit if staff could not park nearby.
Wheatley ‘park and ride’ - lots of respondents mentioned the importance of discouraging
long term parking for the bus.
Reduction of parking/cars – some respondents were keen to discourage car use on the
High Street, with suggestions including pedestrianisation and reduced parking.
Improvements for pedestrians and cyclists - several respondents mentioned that they
would like to see improvements in pedestrian access, with some suggesting a shift
towards the prioritisation of pedestrians and cyclists.
The car parks, how these are used and whether they could be better used.
Enforcement - many were in support of increased enforcement to encourage compliance
with parking rules, some felt that parking enforcement was unnecessary.

Primary concerns were:














Access to/loss of business for the facilities in the village.
Cost - people were concerned about the impact on residents of imposing a permit fee,
and the proportionality of incurring implementation costs impacting the whole village for
the benefit of only High Street residents.
That 2 hours may not be enough time for certain visits, for example the hairdressers,
visiting residents, accessing multiple shops, or using social facilities such as the Merry
Bells or cafes (others commented that 2 hours was plenty, that they rarely parked for
longer than a short duration, or that if parking for longer the car parks could be used).
Displacement of parking associated with either a permit scheme or enforcement of
existing restrictions.
Long stay parking was a persistent theme, particularly parking for the bus, which was of
concern to both residents and other High Street users alike.
Inconsiderate parking – many responses focussed on double yellow line and pavement
parking, and parking outside the school. Requests for enforcement were a common
theme here, as were comments on the potential impact of the suggested options on these
problems.
Accessibility - lots of respondents focused on access needs and the need for any
changes to consider the needs of elderly or disabled villagers, and those with children.
Sustainability and future planning - several respondents commented that any increase in
village size would increase pressure on the High Street, and therefore any changes to
restrictions needs to consider the future need. Others noted the move towards electric
cars and questioned how this need would be met on the High Street. Others noted the
push towards prioritisation of active travel and questioned whether enabling further
parking was in line with this.
“Creep” of permit schemes - that this may lead to further permit schemes which may
affect other roads.
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Specific comments concerns regarding each option are summarised below:
Keeping and enforcing the existing restrictions:






Many responses indicated that this option would not affect them.
Displacement of parking was a big concern.
Many respondents highlighted that there are few other parking solutions for residents and
were concerned about the impact on residents of this option.
Some commented on whether or not 2 hours was an adequate amount of time.
Many responses commented that this would improve access to shops and services.

No restrictions








Fewer respondents indicated they would be unaffected by this option
Many were concerned about the impact of this on shops and businesses, some on the
impact on residents.
Many respondents indicated that they felt this would reduce available space due to long
term parking. People were especially concerned about parking for the bus.
Some stated they would support this as a fair distribution of parking
Others raised concerns about “anarchy” and encouraging long term parking to the
detriment of both residents and other High Street users.
People worried this may increase inconsiderate parking and impact on pedestrians
Some commented that this option would be clear and reduce confusion and anxiety about
parking in the “right” place.

Mapping Exercise
Data from the mapping exercise indicates that parking demand from responding residents
(representing half of households on the High Street) equates to 71% of available High Street
parking during the hours restrictions currently apply. It is likely that the remaining High Street
households additionally utilise this. This has implications both for the potential of residential
parking to dominate the available space, and also for the potential displacement of parking to
nearby streets.
Neighbourhood Plan
The Neighbourhood plan is a strategic document to facilitate planning in Wheatley, which was
voted on and approved by Wheatley residents. The aims it has identified regarding roads and
transport include improving routes and facilities for walking and cycling in Wheatley; exploring a
low-emission zone in the village centre; addressing road safety; encouraging the development of
additional car parking spaces, including the provision of ‘load and go’ bays in the village centre
for short term car parking.
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Full Report
Background:
In October 2020, a briefing paper (Appendix 1) was circulated by South Oxfordshire District
Council (SODC) began to explore Civil Parking enforcement with Oxfordshire County Council
(OCC). This resulted in all parking restrictions across the region, being enforced by OCC’s
contractors from November 2021.
Further details are available from https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/residents/roads-andtransport/parking/new-parking-enforcement-areas
The High Street Working Group was set up in response to High Street residents’ concerns
regarding the enforcement of parking restrictions on the High Street by Oxfordshire County
Council. As the restrictions have not been enforced since approximately 2015, many users of the
High Street including residents have become accustomed to parking on the High Street and
raised concerns about the impact of parking enforcement. These concerns included:
- Lack of parking provision for residents of the High Street
- Displacement of parking on to neighbouring streets or the car parks
Parking restrictions and enforcement is under the control of Oxfordshire County Council.
However, it was indicated to residents and to the Parish Council that the County Council would
only consider altering existing restrictions at the recommendation of the Parish Council, who
would be responsible for funding any agreed alterations. Extract from OCC website
(oxfordshire.gov.uk) is shown below:

Reviewing parking restrictions
The improvement in enforcement will create opportunities for changes and new
schemes such as residents only parking (controlled parking zone).
Requests will be prioritised. Initially, we will log interest and understand the level of
resources required. Successful proposals will need funding and any start-up costs
would need to be externally funded through either the parish/town, district councils
or via developer contributions.
A working group was therefore set up by the Parish Council, including both councillors and
residents of the High Street, to review parking restrictions including proposed solutions for
residential parking and to make recommendations to the Parish Council with regard to the best
option for the village. This work was undertaken between December 2021 and June 2022.
Scope of review:
To review the existing evidence, and to survey both High Street residents and the wider village.
This information will be used to describe how people currently use the High Street, and to guide
the council on whether or not to petition the District Council for changes to High Street parking
restrictions. Specifically, the working group was asked to consider two main alternatives to the
existing restrictions:
- Retaining the restrictions and implementing permits to allow residential parking
- Removing all current parking restrictions
Therefore, this document will look at whether the available evidence supports either of these
solutions in preference to the existing restrictions. The focus of this report is on the most recent
consultation exercise, which will be reported in detail. This is then supported by summary reports
of the existing evidence base.
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Existing evidence:
Evidence base
Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan “straw poll”
2016
Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan
High St Resident’s petition and survey 2021
Residents Survey and Mapping 2022
Consultation 2022

Location in this report
Referenced Page 23 & 24
Referenced Page 24 & 25 and Appendix 5
Appendix 2
Referenced Page 23 and Appendix 3 & 4
Contained in the main report

Community Consultation:
This was carried out between March and April 2022. Responses were largely through an online
survey, though additionally paper copies were distributed through the Wheatley Newsletter and
returned to the Parish Office. The survey was advertised through the Wheatley Newsletter, as
well as through the Parish Council’s online platforms including social media, and the village
noticeboards. A mixture of open and closed questions was used to elicit responses on how
people currently access the High Street, how they perceive current use of space on the High
Street, and their views on the three main options for parking on the High Street.
Respondents:
391 responses were received. 375 out of 391 total responses reported living in Wheatley, Holton
or Littleworth. 8 responses omitted or gave partial or invalid postcodes, and 8 reported living in
neighbouring villages. 67 reported living or working on the High Street.
Closed questions:
What do you use the High Street for?
I live or work on the High
Street
Onward travel
Shopping
Socialising
Through Route
Visiting Businesses
Visiting friends or family
Other

67
54
337
162
173
148
62
26

What do you use the High Street for?
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
I live or
work on
the High
Street

Onward Shopping Socialising Through Visiting Visiting
travel
Route Businesses friends or
family

Other

“Other” included: Parish council meetings, hairdressers, post office, passing through on walks,
library, launderette.
What would you like more/less of on the High Street?
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Parking
Cycling
Disabled access
Pedestrians
Seating

More of this
High Street
Other
Total
High Street
26
112
138
18
60
78
3
58
61
18
88
106
22
123
145

Less of this
Other
Total
2
26
28
2
11
13
3
10
13
0
0
0
0
5
5

We would like more:
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Parking

Cycling

Disabled access

High Street

Other

Pedestrians

Seating

Total

We would like less:
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Parking

Cycling
Disabled access
Pedestrians
High Street
Other
Total

Seating

When using the High Street, do you feel there is enough space for…
Is there enough
space for?
Yes
No

Vehicles
Accessing
Vehicle
passing
the shops
Cycling
Pedestrians Parking
through
290
225
273
225
205
77
87
85
134
149
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Is there enough space for
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Accessing the
shops

Cycling

Pedestrians
Yes

Vehicle Parking Vehicles passing
through

No

In the last 6 months, what other modes of transport have you used?
Other modes of
transport
Bus
Bike
Mobility Scooter
Taxi
Walking
Other

Total
13
57
7
7
321
32

Modes of transport
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Bus

Bike

Mobility
Scooter

Taxi

Walking

Other

“Other” included: car/only drive, pushchair, “comet bus”, wheelchair, running
How often are you using other modes of transport to access the High Street?
Daily
Most days
Twice a week
Once a week
Less than once a
week

64
90
63
51
65

In the last 6 months, where else have you parked?
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Merry Bells car park
On the High St
SODC car park (King &
Queen)
Not parked
Private driveway
Other (please specify)

179
198
125
43
84
57

Where else have you parked?
250
200
150
100
50
0
Merry Bells On the High St SODC car park Not parked
car park
(King &
Queen)

Private
driveway

Other (please
specify)

“Other”: People reported parking in Bell Lane, Farm Close Road, Church Road, Crown Square,
by Costcutter, at Coop, at the Doctors surgery, in the disabled bays, Kiln Lane, Littleworth Road,
Mulberry Drive, New Club, or not parking and moving on.
How often do you park on the High Street?
Parking on the High
Street
Every day
Most days
Twice a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Not

All
21
40
71
51
132
72

High Street Other
19
11
8
6
14
8

2
29
63
45
118
64

How often do you park on the High Street?
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Every day

Most days

Twice a week Once a week
HS

Less than
once a week

Non HS
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Not

Do you have difficulty parking on the High Street?
(Note: we did not include a not applicable option here.)
Always
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

35
200
87
46

How often do you have difficulty parking on the
High Street?
250
200
150
100
50
0
Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

When do you have difficulty parking on the High Street?

Total
Mon-Fri
Sat
Sun

Mornings Lunchtimes Afternoons Evenings
159
109
118
60
107
84
100
45
50
25
15
12
2
0
3
3

Other
(please
specify)
35
3
14
1

When do you have difficulty parking?
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Mornings

Lunchtimes
Total

Afternoons
Mon-Fri

Sat

Evenings

Other (please
specify)

Sun

“Other” responses included: we avoid busy times, all the time, I don’t try to park on the High
Street, it varies, and none.
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Which is your preferred option?
All
High Street
210
7
61
24

Keep 2-hour parking restriction
Residents Parking Permit Scheme
Removal of Restrictions (shops
would remain at 1-hr)

86

Non High
Street

30

203
37
56

Which is your preferred option?
250

200

150

100

50

0
All

High Street

Non High Street

Keep 2-hour parking restriction
Residents Parking Permit Scheme
Removal of Restrictions (shops would remain at 1-hr)

Open Questions:
These included 6 questions and a “comments” section. 2 questions related to each of the
suggested “options”: retaining and enforcing existing parking restrictions; implementing parking
permits for residents; and removing all restrictions. These asked how each option would affect
the respondent, and how it would affect the community. It should be noted that answers were
frequently repetitive, often went beyond the question, and in some cases, it was clear that the
question/option had not been fully understood. Due to the volume of responses, they will not be
reported in full, but have been coded by themes with the counts of how many times each theme
was mentioned presented for each question. The results have been presented for the
“Comments” section in full. There was a lot of repetition in the results of the questions, so the
analysis of the other questions will report only themes which have not been explored in the
general comments section.
General comments:
Total responses
Alternative suggested solutions
Leave things "as they are"
Enforcement
Impact on the shops
Other Priorities
Accessibility
High Street residents were aware of
restrictions when they moved in
Impact on residents

194
33
31
27
25
23
19
16
15
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Inconsiderate parking
Access for pedestrians
We should be reducing car use
Character of the village
There are no issues
Capacity
Parking for the bus
Implementation cost
Displacement of parking
Other
Use of the car parks
Negative perception of local
council/government
Future planning
Long term parking
Some restrictions are needed
Charges for permits are not fair on
residents
There are currently issues with parking
Access for those from outside of the
village
"Fairness"
It is currently easy to park
People will stop using the shops

14
14
14
14
12
12
11
9
8
13
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
2

Detail and examples:
Alternative suggestions:
Respondents gave ideas for perceived enhancements to the High Street. These included
increased signage, signage of the car parks, bicycle racks, cycle lanes, pedestrianisation, oneway systems, removing the build outs, more plants, adjusting parking outside the shops,
alternative timings for parking restrictions, combinations of suggested options, and including
additional areas such as Crown square in a permit scheme.
Leave things “as they are”:
Lots of respondents mentioned variations on this phrase, including “if it ain’t broke don’t fix it”. In
some instances, this appeared to mean continue to have restrictions without enforcement, e.g.
- Keep things as they are and save time and money… I would sooner OCC spend the
money on wardens in other ways
- we would favour retaining existing restrictions but with no enforcement
Others demonstrated that their interpretation of “current” included restrictions, e.g.
- I think it's necessary to keep the 2-hour free parking restrictions
- The current parking restrictions need enforcing.
Some explicitly addressed this by describing which of the options in their opinion best
approximated the status quo, for example :
- Having a permit scheme would be the closest to what we currently use the parking for
on the high street as I suspect the number of non-residents staying to park on the high
street longer than two hours is minimal
- Removal of restrictions effectively achieves no change compared to unenforced
restrictions today
- The current set up actually works rather well as residents parking on the High Street
then drive to work leaving spaces during the daytime for people visiting the shops to
use, so the needs of shoppers and residents don't actually clash
In summary, leaving things as they are was a popular theme, but respondents differed in their
representations of what this meant.
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Enforcement:
This was frequently mentioned, mostly by respondents indicating that they would appreciate
more enforcement of parking infringements, e.g.:
- Enforce current restrictions
- Police the 2-hour restriction properly
- Why was the traffic warden removed from Wheatley some years ago?
- Please bring back traffic wardens
- Most importantly make it illegal with fines and clamping for vehicles that park on the
pavements
- Until parking across the whole of Wheatley is policed seriously the problems will
continue
A minority of comments were against parking enforcement, e.g.:
- You will never see a return on paying for a parking attendant from either resident parking
permits and/or parking fines so that person will just be a drain on the council's finances,
plus irritate a lot of people who otherwise shop/work in our High St
- We would favour retaining existing restrictions but with no enforcement
Impact on the shops/businesses:
These comments showed the importance of the businesses on the High Street to survey
respondents.
- shops and businesses need their customers to be able to park nearby if the village is to
have the central heart which I think many of us value
- keep business thriving in Wheatley
- consider the impact of the options on the businesses on the high street as they are
fundamental to the character of the community
- I would hate any change to affect the shops. If their business is affected, I can see us
losing the butchers, bakery, deli and the corner shop. It’s not good for post office usage
either. It would also threaten the Chinese take away and hairdressers. We need to
safeguard independent small businesses
Other priorities:
A significant number of participants suggested that there were higher priority issues affecting the
village and questioned the allocation of time and resource to looking at the High Street. Other
suggested issues for attention included Littleworth Road (this was frequently mentioned), HGVs,
Church Road, inconsiderate/pavement parking, speeding, dangerous cycling, e scooters, and
repairing the roads.
Accessibility:
This theme had several threads. Some people questioned existing provision, particularly raising
concerns about the accessibility of the car parks and lack of disabled spaces, e.g.:
- More disabled parking bays as we lost one outside the post office
- Currently the only disabled parking is in the Merry Bells car park. Leaving anyone with
mobility issues, in a wheelchair etc having to face the awful steep steps to actually get to
the high street, or if in a wheelchair, having to go on a much longer journey to get
around to the high street. Some high street disabled parking is desperately needed
- Please provide significantly more blue badge bays with the standard 3-hour parking.
The elderly (more likely to be blue badge holders) always seem to be disadvantaged by
changes, which is a shame, given that it is a protected characteristic and elderly
comprise a significant proportion of our population. Reducing their ability to park close
to amenities shuts them out - car parks on Church Rd involve steps and hills which they
can't always manage if mobility reduced
Others were concerned about the width and condition of the pavements, and the impact on these
of poor parking, e.g.:
- I strongly believe that we must widen the pavements at the narrowest point on the high
street as it is not currently possible to take a wheelchair/walking frame from one end of
the high street to the other. (This makes a bit of a mockery of having disabled parking
spaces)
- It's the only way through the linear village and is not wide enough for a double buggy
Others felt that existing disabled provision was inappropriately used
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-

I have no issue with disabled bays however they are hardly ever used by disabled
drivers (unless they all drive large vans) so what is the point in them being there.
Further responses discussed the needs of people with reduced mobility but who do not qualify for
blue badges, e.g.:
- With an increasingly ageing population there are many that are not disabled but may
need to use a vehicle to get around.
High Street residents having been aware of restrictions when they moved in
A number of responses explicitly mentioned that High Street residents would have been aware of
the restrictions when they moved to the village. E.g.:
- No one is automatically entitled to a parking space to the detriment of the rest of the
community. Surely this was realised by those High Street residents when they bought
their houses
- This is one reason we never brought a house on/near the high street
- People moved to the High Street knowing the parking situation, why should things
change.
In some cases, this related to cost, e.g.:
- I do not believe that it is the job of the Parish Council to invest public funds in enhancing
the value of those properties on the High Street that were bought without enhanced
parking rights.
In other cases, objections appeared to relate more to changing the nature of the High Street from
a community to a residential space, e.g.:
- Every resident in the High St knew when they purchased their property that there were
parking restrictions that applied to the High St... Reducing access to High St businesses
by introducing a permit scheme, simply for the convenience of some High St residents
will have a seriously detrimental effect upon the village centre, threatening the viability of
the businesses that are the lifeblood of the village. If you want to lose the shops and turn
Wheatley into a half dead dormitory for Oxford, go ahead with a parking permit scheme.
Impact on residents
This was mentioned both by residents and non-residents of the High Street, with respondents
being generally sympathetic to residential parking, e.g.:
- Appreciate that it's really difficult to balance all needs but think that the priorities should
be to stop people from outside of the area using Wheatley as a car park, to help our
lovely village businesses to thrive, to keep the High St an attractive place for pedestrians
and for residents to have a place to park
- High Street residents without off-street parking should have access to a parking space; it
would be a great loss to the village if such families (often young with children) were
forced to move simply because of lack of parking facilities
- I believe Residents should have opportunity to park unrestricted by time on the high
street as per most cities with residents
Respondents were concerned about the impact on residents of imposing a permit scheme, e.g.:
- “Make it expensive for residents to park”
of enforcing the 2-hour restrictions, e.g.:
- “If the parking restrictions come in, I will probably park on a nearby street (sorry
neighbours!!) so I hope nothing changes”
and of removing the restrictions altogether:
- “The increased parking that no restrictions would bring, would be unfair on local
businesses and residents”
Inconsiderate Parking:
Respondents mentioned this in relation to other areas in the village, as well as the High Street
itself. Examples were parking on double yellow lines, over driveways and on pavements.
- Clamp down on pavement parking and double yellow parking instead of those parked
safely
- Cars parked on the pavement is a problem.
- This is not by any means the greatest traffic issue in Wheatley, so it is disappointing to
see this as a priority. speeding, parking on double yellow lines, on pavements blocking
its use for pedestrians, and in the Keep Clear area outside the URC
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-

Currently, vehicles passing through Wheatley are often delayed because of illegal
parking especially outside the Merry Bells. People seem to think that parking on double
yellow lines doesn’t matter in Wheatley, so parking enforcement is essential.

Access for pedestrians
This was a frequent theme with people reporting both current obstructions to pedestrian access,
such as narrow pavements and bad parking, and suggesting future measures to improve the
situation for pedestrians such as pedestrianizing the High Street, widening pavements, adding
crossing points and 20mph zones. Lots of respondents commented that they walk to the High
Street.
- Basically, the streets can't be made wider, but they are dangerous for pedestrians,
especially with prams or wheelchairs.
- I think Wheatley needs to prioritise pedestrians and cyclists on the High Street. It's the
only way through the linear village and is not wide enough for a double buggy. If some
parking was removed, we could widen pavements
- Make the pavements safe to walk on. Most importantly make it illegal with fines and
clamping for vehicles that park on the pavements
- Prioritise pedestrians. It would be nice to undertake a proper review on high street and
community access, giving priority to children and caregivers as per the Netherlands.
Taking such action often regenerates community spirit and local High Street use.
https://earlychildhoodmatters.online/2019/the-effects-of-transportation-on-earlychildhood-development/.
We should be reducing car use:
Several respondents commented around any changes to the High Street reflecting wider council
strategy on sustainability. These suggestions included a “green route” through the village,
widening pavements, taking a “pedestrian first” approach, improving cycle infrastructure with
suggestions for cycle lanes and increased cycle storage, reducing the speed limit on the High
Street.
- I think Wheatley needs to prioritise pedestrians and cyclists on the High Street. It's the
only way through the linear village and is not wide enough for a double buggy. If some
parking was removed, we could widen pavements or put a contraflow cycle lane through
the one-way section improving the safety of cyclists traversing the village, which may
enable children to cycle to school.
- This should include space for cycling lanes and possibly full pedestrianisation. I would
like to walk to the High Street more, but currently the pavements are not wide enough to
walk down whilst holding a toddler’s hand. I strongly believe that we must widen the
pavements at the narrowest point on the high street as it is not currently possible to take
a wheelchair/walking frame from one end of the high street to the other. (This makes a
bit of a mockery of having disabled parking spaces) In addition there is not suitable
cycling access, and I would recommend this is a consideration above car storage.
- If money is to be spent, it would be in line with county council policy not to encourage
more car use, but to improve the quality of pavements, thus encouraging older people to
walk to the shops for longer. When my 6-stone mother had to use a lightweight
wheelchair, I had to get my husband to push her, as the pavements were so damaged
down in the village. All transport-related policies should encourage a planet-saving
move to walking, cycling and public transport. If any change is to be made, perhaps
parking should be made illegal for SUVs above a certain size, which are environmentally
damaging and make driving through the village more hair-raising than is necessary.
Character of the village:
This also brought out several threads, including how people perceive the character of the village
now, its many roles, they value about it, how they would like it to be, and ways in which it should
be protected. Several commenters remarked that parking restrictions are inconsistent with “a
small village”. Focussing purely on its function, some described it as residential, some as
commercial, some as a social space and some as a hub, e.g.:
- The High Street is a conservation area, the commercial centre, and the beating heart of
the village
- The High Street is a mixed retail/business/village centre
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-

It is paramount to the community that the High St remains the hub of the village both
socially and commercially
This residential road

A subset of responses talked about changes to parking being “the end of our lovely village as we
know it”, and other comments indicating that changes to the High Street would impact on the
character of the village as a whole.
Others commented on the need to protect the High Street, e.g.:
- The High St is perfect as it is and should be protected - as it is- without change
Respondents often linked the shops and businesses with the character of the village, e.g.:
- Consider the impact of the options on the businesses on the high street as they are
fundamental to the character of the community.
- Our High Street which is a vital part of the local community and other local villages
The above quote is also an example of responses referencing the lack of facilities in nearby
villages, and the role Wheatley serves as a hub for these residents.
Some respondents also commented on parking restrictions being out of character with a “small
village” such as Wheatley.
There are no issues:
This was separated out from “it is currently easy to park” because it does not specifically refer to
parking. E.g.:
- Feels like a bit of a non-issue
- The current does seem to work
- The High Street is perfect as it is
Capacity:
Some respondents acknowledged the limited space on the High Street and the constraints this
places on available options. E.g.:
- Cannot see how more spaces could be made available on the High Street.
- As there are not enough spaces for the number of residents’ vehicles a permit scheme
would not resolve the parking issues just make the high street less accessible to nonresidents
- The range of options are severely limited without pulling down the street and rebuilding it
Parking for the bus (Wheatley Park and Ride)
This was brought up mostly in a negative light, with respondents suggesting that restrictions were
necessary to prevent this happening, e.g.:
- I think there should be a time limit on parking but longer than 2 hours (to avoid people
parking & going into town by bus & leaning their car all day)
- Removing all restrictions Will mean commuters take up all the space. Would avoid this
option
- We are against no parking restrictions at all because of the way in which non-residents
of Wheatley already abuse Wheatley by using it as a park and ride
This brought out a sense of legitimate parking (e.g., residents and locals parking for the shops)
and illegitimate parking e.g. :
- Priorities should be to stop people from outside of the area using Wheatley as a car park
Implementation cost
Some respondents raised concerns about the cost of implementation and this benefitting a
relatively small proportion of Wheatley residents, e.g.:
- I’m not against the Residents parking permit scheme but I’m not sure where the money
will come from (and whether there is a better use for the money).
- I don’t think the parking residents’ scheme would be a good use of council money.
A subset of respondents stated that they did not object to the principle of a permit scheme, as
long as the implementation cost was paid for by residents e.g.:
- Don't see why whole village should pay to give High St residents parking. They bought
houses knowing the restrictions. I of these residents pay all costs, OK.
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One resident offered to contribute to the cost of setting up a permit scheme.
Some respondents had alternative suggestions for how to spend funds, e.g.:
- Better spend the cash on sorting out the park and riders by templars close and the Sun
before there is an accident
Displacement of parking:
A significant concern of many respondents was cars being forced to park elsewhere by
restrictions on the High Street, e.g.:
- If the parking restrictions come in, I will probably park on a nearby street (sorry
neighbours!!)
- My worry is that you will push parking problems into adjacent roads if you enforce
restrictions
Other:
There were some responses which did not fit into the other categories. These included a concern
about potential spread of permits, and comments on the questionnaire itself, including why the
council was consulting the whole village as opposed to just the High Street residents. One
respondent commented “FOR THE FEW DAYS RESTICTIONS WERE IN PLACE , IT WAS SO
MUCH BETTER”.
Use of the car parks:
This contained a mixture of people complaining about the car parks, particularly the accessibility
of the car parks, who uses them, and the availability of spaces, and people suggesting better
signposting of the car parks and how to use these to alleviate parking difficulties, e.g.:
- Car parks on Church Rd involve steps and hills which (the elderly) can't always manage
if mobility reduced.
- The Merry Bells car park & Church Rd seem to be used as long-term parking by
Wheatley residents & ‘Park & Ride’ drivers. If these & K & Queen parking were mainly
for short term visitors parking - the shops, businesses etc would benefit & cars wouldn’t
necessarily have to drive down or park on the High Street.
Negative perceptions of local council/government
This largely included speculation that permit schemes constituted a “money grab” by the council
or suggesting that the reputation of the council would be damaged by action or consultation on
this topic.
Future planning:
This was an interesting theme. It included the potential future expansion of the village via the
building of additional housing, suggesting that any decisions taken now should anticipate future
increased utilisation of the High Street, e.g.:
- As Wheatley grows this will become an impossible situation
Additionally, some commented on the implications of increasing numbers of electric cars:
- I would also like to point out that cars will be electric soon so the green concerns will
soon vanish
- Electric car charging also needs to be considered
- Consider pressing the 'pause button' as the electric vehicle initiative will probably mean
whatever option you choose will have to be reviewed within the coming year
Further responses looked at following current political strategy towards sustainability, e.g.:
- I believe that this consultation is a missed opportunity to ask the residents of Wheatley
about the high street that Wheatley wants in the future. This should include space for
cycling lanes and possibly full pedestrianisation.
Long term parking
This was largely similar to the earlier parking for the bus theme, but more generally referred to
concerns about long term parking, including by people working on the High Street and by
Wheatley and High Street residents. E.g.:
- The 2hr parking restriction has to be monitored otherwise residents will continue to park
all day with no room for otters to support local businesses
- Some staff from the businesses do park in front of the shops at present which means
there is less parking available for customers.
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Some restrictions are needed:
Several responses indicated that they did not feel that removing restrictions would be a viable
option. This largely referred to a perceived increase in long term parking (most commonly
mentioned was parking for the bus).
E.g.:
I think it's necessary to keep the 2-hour free parking restrictions otherwise we run the
risk of ALL DAY parking whilst people go to work.
Charges for permits are not fair on residents:
- Don't shut off local businesses or make it expensive for residents to park
- Just leave it as it is and stop trying to charge people to park outside their own houses
and businesses in a small village.
- If the Residents Parking Permit Scheme is implemented, then I would strongly suggest
that residents who DO NOT own a private drive to park their vehicle receive one free
parking permit. Residents without drives are more likely to be poorer, and thus less able
to pay for a permit, while also being the ones most in need of the permits. I believe this
is an unfair state of affairs where the poorer in the community are penalised while the
rich can enjoy immunity.
Current issues with parking:
Some respondents commented regarding current difficulty of parking. E.g.,
- Parking in Wheatley is a shambles
- The centre of the village is constantly congested
Some respondents discussed future parking becoming “even worse” which was not included in
this theme as a comment on current parking but may reflect the nature of the questionnaire
encouraging people to focus on future problems/solutions than present issues.
Access for those from outside the village:
Some respondents acknowledged that the High Street is important for those from neighbouring
villages, and that without good public transport options or safe green routes that parking is
important for their access. E.g.:
- Available parking brings in people from local villages without shops
“Fairness’
People discussed this from the point of view both of fairness to residents of being able to park
outside their homes, and fairness to those needing access to the shops.
It is currently easy to park
- Have never had any real inconvenience regarding parking in Wheatley, over 4 years of
living here
I will stop using the shops
This was separate from the earlier theme of impact on the businesses because these responses
contained a more active indication that the respondent would avoid the High Street, e.g.:
- I would shop elsewhere more convenient
Keeping and enforcing existing restrictions
How
would
this
affect
me?
343
38
5
9
11

Total responses
Displacement of parking
Inconsiderate parking
People would stop using the shops
Enforcement
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How would
this affect
the
community?
289
46
2
10
5

There will be no change
This will not affect me
2 hours is sufficient
2 hours in not sufficient
It will be easier to park
Charges for permits are not fair on residents
Negative perception of local government
Access for pedestrians
This is a bad idea
"we walk"
spread of permits
visitors for residents
accessibility
impact on the shops
this is a good idea
impact on residents
suggested solution
use of the car parks
Leave things as they are
future planning
There are currently issues with parking
We should be reducing car use
character of the village
parking for the bus
implementation cost
capacity
People were aware of restrictions when they moved in
Access for those from outside of the village

6
182
34
13
27
2
3
2
5
11
2
11
13
6
12
21
7
4
11
2
6
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

2
25
7
17
9
3
4
3
6
0
0
6
16
59
4
62
4
2
7
0
0
4
4
7
3
1
4
4

“This will not affect me”
The biggest theme here was people simply replying that this option would not impact them.
There will be no change
This was interpreted as different to this will not affect me, as some people explicitly stated that
this option would not change anything as opposed to it simply would not affect them. E.g.:
- no effect. I expect it will continue to be poorly enforced and abused
- I would like to see no change as we feel the current restrictions work quite well
“It will be easier to park”
Some respondents commented that a reduction in long term parking would make it easier for
them to park when they needed to, e.g.:
- Easier parking when shopping
- it might make it easier for us to park for short periods outside our house (e.g., while
unloading shopping)
- I would welcome the higher turnover of cars in parking spaces, making it easier for me to
access the high street and use its facilities.
Displacement of parking
This option raised a lot of discussion about displacement of parking. For example:
- the parking has become ridiculous in Crown Square. My concern is that
residents/visitors for the high street will make this even more difficult if permits and
restrictions are put into place along the high street
- If residents on the high street can’t park there, they will be forced to park in the
surrounding areas - where I live and park. This will make those areas busier, therefore
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more dangerous, and reduce ability for friends and family to visit me. It would be a
nightmare.
If the restrictions are enforced, you push cars into other parts of the village.
All of the cars will then park in Church Rd. We, the residents of Church Rd (park end)
already suffer users of the park parking, residents of Templars and Westfield parking
there as well as residents of the non-park and end of Church Rd.
I would park in adjoining roads

2 hours is sufficient:
Lots of respondents commented on the length of the parking restrictions being adequate, e.g.:
- 2 hours is plenty of time to 'pop' to the shops
- I would rarely need to park for more than an hour or two few so wouldn’t really affect my
family
- No impact on me, I rarely drive to the high street and when I do a 2-hour restriction
poses no problem.
Others commented that the car parks were available for visits of longer than 2 hours.
2 hours in insufficient
On the flip side, other respondents commented that 2 hours was inadequate for social visits,
multipurpose trips, and visits to some businesses such as the dog groomers, the hairdressers,
the tattooists, and the launderette.
- Hairdressing appointments are usually longer than 1 hour
- I own a hair salon in which Myself & my clients travel to. The 2-hour parking limit simply
isn’t enough for some clients having technical work and there is the option of parking at
the king and queen car park if there’s spaces. Parking issues is off putting for clients and
therefore we lose trade. As a business owner I would like to be able to come to work
and be able to park within a reasonable distance of my Salon.
- I go to the hairdressers for longer than 2 hours. I also visit a resident longer than this!
Impact on residents
Though this theme has previously been discussed, some responses to this question were
substantively different as they commented on the likely impact of this option on residents,
including residents themselves commenting on their own personal circumstances and others
commenting that they were concerned for residents. For example:
- I live on the High St and work from home so will have to park my car on a surrounding
road
- Working from home and in meetings most of the day 3 days a week and then going to
work I will need guidance on where I can move my car to. Other areas of the village are
overpopulated with cars as it is and unfortunately, living on the High Street in a first-floor
property without a driveway will cause ticketing issues for me
- It will make my life incredibly difficult. I am a single working mother living in theHigh St
with no parking place. I need to be able to park close to my house as a matter of
convenience (carrying things to and from the car etc). I would have to park on other
streets if the 2 hours were reinforced which would cause issues for other Wheatley
residents.
- It does affect neighbours who don't have parking spaces. Residents do need permits I'm
not sure why this costs so much
- This is difficult as we live on the high street and need to park here every day, and it is
not fair that those with a driveway will be able to park fine but yet we won't be able to
park easily. I think it is really unfair to expect a permit.
- Would need to move car at intervals on weekdays between High Street and Merry Bells
car park
- We will not be able to park near our own house which is on high street. With a young
family this would be significantly harder and would force us to park on parallel streets
which already struggle with parking. I work shift work any days of the week and so
weekday restrictions do affect us as I sometimes have weekdays off. I rarely struggle to
find space on the high street, apart from Saturdays when the restrictions do not even
cover. We do not have a drive. Visitors have other options for short parking for access to
the shops on rare occasions spaces are not available, so I feel it is unlikely it is
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restricting business. We are also regular customers of all the shops and do not want to
see them suffer.
My family will have to park in other nearby streets and the car parks in the village. Trade
people who need their vehicle(s) near to my house will have to park on the pavement.
Visitors with a disabled badge will park on double yellow lines.
We can park on a small drive but any visitors including aged parents and grandchildren
often visit for more than 2 hours.

Impact on the shops/businesses:
Similarly, to the impact on residents, this brought up different responses to the more general
section so these will be discussed more fully. Largely people anticipated a positive impact on the
shops and businesses due to turnover of car parking spaces, e.g.:
- I am aware that the business’ of Wheatley provide a valuable service for surrounding
villages that are not fortunate enough to have the facilities that Wheatley has. Parking is
essential for those people which in turn helps to keep businesses profitable
- Positive for me. I only park to shop. Restrictions ensure cars do not block parking
spaces all day.
- It will help the shops and businesses on the High Street to thrive. It allows for passing
trade to the shops and businesses.
Others were concerned about negative impact on the shops, particularly from staff being unable
to park and customers being restricted from making longer visits. E.g.:
- Death of High St, will make running a business there or the surrounding areas a
nightmare
- Local business will have nowhere to park during the working day. This will force people
to park on small residential streets and this could do a danger for pedestrian’s young
children playing and frustrate residents
- There are many businesses in which you need to park for longer than the stated hours.
Removal of restrictions

Total
Displacement of parking
Inconsiderate parking
People would stop using the shops
Enforcement
There will be no change
This will not affect me
2 hours is sufficient
Charges for permits are not fair on residents
Access for pedestrians
This is a bad idea
"we walk"
visitors for residents
accessibility
impact on the shops
this is a good idea
impact on residents
suggested solution
use of the car parks
Leave things as they are
future planning
There are currently issues with parking
We should be reducing car use
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Effect on
Effect on me community
318
246
0
4
3
4
10
6
4
4
13
17
99
5
3
0
3
0
7
3
18
13
1
0
1
0
6
12
13
51
33
6
7
22
1
1
1
2
4
2
2
2
3
1
3
2

character of the village
parking for the bus
People were aware of restrictions when they moved in
Access for those from outside of the village
will increase long term parking
this is a fair option
will make it harder to park
impact on traffic
parking is currently fine
"Chaos"
other
some restrictions are needed

3
35
1
0
58
6
35
9
5
10
1
15

2
14
0
3
41
4
32
8
2
15
4
4

“Chaos”
The biggest theme here that has not cropped up elsewhere was people feeling that this option
would be “chaos” or a “free for all”. E.g.:
- Anarchy
- Would result in total chaos, as at present.
- Busy road as I am walking, complete free for all. stressed people, people hassling
spaces by shops
- I think this would be courting chaos. With no restrictions at all we would have
commuters, residents, local workers and anyone else with a car to park for an unlimited
period of time, taking advantage of this free parking. I suspect it could be disastrous for
the shops on the High Street, without whom the village will be in danger of becoming a
soulless place.
- Chaotic parking & frustration to everyone
Impact on residents
Interestingly there were no comments indicating that the respondent would benefit directly from
this as a resident. Some had commented that there would be benefit for residents in the “how this
would affect the wider community” section.
- Would maintain issues with non-residents parking in spaces and still not allow residents
to park near their homes.
- The High Street will be too busy, and the residents will just take over the road
- It would not unless people start parking across drives & in unsuitable places on the High
Street
- This would leave us as a village open to being used as a park and ride, which
occasionally happens in the summer, where nonlocals park and catch the airport bus,
leaving their car for a fortnight. This would more impact on us as we are residents on the
high street and would like to park near our own house.
- It may be challenging for people living on the high street to get a space near their house.
- A good idea but hard for residents to be guaranteed a space. Non-residents may leave
vehicles for long durations which will be frustrating if outside your property
- This would make me even less likely to find a parking space, but at least I would not be
poorer.
- I would support this First come first served Cheaper for residents
- Would maintain issues with non-residents parking in spaces and still not allow residents
to park near their homes.
- It would help those living on the High Street without parking. It may impact negatively on
businesses and shops as people may choose to leave cars in the same places for long
periods of time and restrict those needing to use vehicles to get to shops
- It might mean that others who use the High Street would find it difficult to park though I
imagine it would be better for residents
- Would be similar to now, usually able to park near our home but not always. happy to
accept that situation for the benefit of all
- Some residents might park in their street This happens anyway
Impact on shops/businesses
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The majority of responses on this theme were negative, fearing that long term parking would
restrict available parking to the detriment of shops and businesses. A minority of responses
indicated that unrestricted parking would be a benefit for shops and businesses.
- It would deter me from visiting shops and businesses in the High Street
- I think that this will reduce my access to the high street by enabling residents and others
to park there long-term. I fear that this will be detrimental to local businesses.
- That would make shopping and access very difficult and encourage unreasonable longterm parking in the heart of the village.
- No restrictions would create chaos and stop outsiders from wanting to use the village for
shops and amenities.
- Other Wheatley residents who need to use their cars might be put off coming into the
village to shop. (Access from the car parks being limited for those with mobility
problems)
- Many others wouldn’t use the services as it’s just too difficult to park.
- Would bring more people to the shops... How many people use the Cowley Road
now...? No one who does not live there. it's too difficult because there are too many
restrictions.
We do need some restrictions:
Responses here were only counted if they explicitly mentioned the need to retain some
restrictions, not if they only said that removing restrictions would be bad.
- I think some restriction in the busiest part of the street near the shops is essential.
- I think a sensible restriction is probably worth retaining to stop people parking all day to
commute etc.
- Should be retained.... no places to park with spaces being tied up for long periods.
- There should be restrictions as otherwise it will be used to park and then travel into the
City
- I am absolutely against this idea. Further parking restrictions should be implemented not reduced.
- I don't think this is wise - the existing restrictions in my view are reasonable and
proportionate
Displacement of parking
- People would have a great choice of where to park so vehicles would be spaces out
- It will ease the nonsense parking in Crown Rd, Crown Square
- By reducing pressure on surrounding roads
- It would have little impact as that is how things are now. There are not enough spaces
for the number of residents vehicles so will still have to park elsewhere
“Fairness”
- It would be unfair to the wider community
- Would be fair to everyone
- Removing parking restrictions in the High St would make it fairer for all
- I would support this First come first served Cheaper for residents
- Not fair on those who need to park to access home/businesses/shops. Seems crazy to
me!
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Mapping exercise – please refer to maps included in Appendix 4
From the mapping there are approximately 55 dwellings on the street without parking. The
residential survey respondents (49) included 27 who reported keeping one of their cars either on
their property or in a garage, and 25 respondents not reporting any parking on their property (3
business and 22 residential). This represents about half of the households on the High Street.
It identified 38 parking spaces along the High Street.
Reported currently parking on the High Street was as follows:
Parking on High Street
MonMon-Fri
Fri 9-4 Evenings Weekends

Respondents

Number
of cars

Avg per
household

Total

53

87

1.64

27

33

33

Residential

49

82

1.67

27

33

33

Business
Without off
road
parking
With off
road
parking

4

5

1.25

0

0

0

25

32

1.28

21

26

26

28

50

1.79

6

7

7

Mon-Fri 9-4
Residential utilisation of available
parking (from mapping exercise)

Mon-Fri
evenings

71%

Weekends
87%

87%

Note: the above numbers do not account for any residents not responding to the survey
(approximately half of homes on the High Street).

2016 “Straw Poll” from Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan
This informal survey asked what people liked, what could be improved, and what could be
changed about Wheatley. It gathered 452 responses in total and grouped/themed responses to
report how many times each theme was mentioned by residents.
‘Tell us three good sides of living in Wheatley’
256 mentioned the good facilities, shops, and amenities in Wheatley
182 the community spirit and friendliness of people
154 the excellent bus services
142 the good location of Wheatley giving good access to London, Oxford, motorways, etc 123
that the village was nice being surrounded by the green belt, parks, Shotover and the rural
setting
47 the good medical facilities, doctors, pharmacy, hospitals, and dentist
40 the good range of community organisations, events, sports, and other activities
37 the good schools, nurseries, children’s centre
32 that the village was a quiet / safe place to live
25 other points
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‘What could be improved?’
160 concerning the need to improve the conditions of the road surface, pavements, and
footpaths
132 requests to improve the traffic flow through Wheatley, to slow the traffic down and to prevent
rat running. To consider introducing a one-way scheme in Church Road between Friday Lane
and Holloway Road
127 suggesting improvements to the parking situation in Wheatley. A large number of problem
areas were identified, the main ones being outside the Primary School, Church and London
Roads, the High Street, the road between Holloway Road and The Sun. Also, the problem of
people leaving their cars in Wheatley and going off somewhere else.
132 other points, none of which were mentioned more than 3 times
Other ‘mentions’ with much smaller totals:
43 requests for more affordable housing, starter homes, sheltered housing more housing and
less houses for renting
26 requests for a pub that serves good food, a good restaurant, food outlets in general
12 requesting a cash point and the return of a bank
8 for a new, larger community hall
7 for improved walking and cycling routes
‘What would you change here?’
122 improved traffic flow
84 improved parking
31 additional housing
Plus 121 of general points not sufficient in number on any one subject to classify individually
Other ‘mentions’ with smaller totals:
29 requests to improve the conditions of roads, footpaths, etc
23 more food outlets
19 requests to remove speed humps that are damaging vehicles
17 regarding bus routes, mainly for them to go only one way in Church Road
12 to rebuild the shopping area to be in keeping with the remainder of the High Street
12 to have improved facilities for young people in particular at lower cost.
Totals of those ‘mentions’ appearing in both Questions 2 & 3:
254 Traffic
211 Parking
189 Road and footpath conditions
74 More specific types of housing
49 More food / drink outlets
27 Bank / cash point
21 Rebuild shopping area in High Street

Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan:
The neighbourhood plan includes sections on transport and movement (pages 13-16 and 34),
traffic (page 27), village centre (pages 12, 26 and 37) and parking (page 33). See appendix 4 for
extracts. The plan’s aims include:
a) To improve cycling routes (access, quality, and safety) across and beyond the WNP area
b) To promote information on existing cycle routes and facilities, and to explore the potential for
new sustainable transport initiatives
c) To promote information on existing walking routes, especially those used for ‘health walks’ and
to improve alternative walking routes along parallel secondary routes
e) To support the introduction of electric cars and buses and low-emission vehicles (e.g., through
the provision of charging points for electric cars)
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f) To explore the feasibility of a low-emission zone in the village centre
g) To ensure that schools and educational establishments work with SODC to seek ways to
improve the safety and well-being of their students in terms of walking and cycling
h) To introduce 20mph zones on roads adjacent to the village centre
i) To ensure that all major village businesses, employers, and institutions, including schools and
educational establishments, complete a travel plan that identifies how they are minimising
congestion on the roads
j) To deliver public transport improvements in Wheatley, including the running of buses with
enhanced energy efficiency and electrification, reviewing the location of existing bus stops, and
to provide real-time information
l) To install sufficient signage to control and reduce the passage of HGVs through the village by
restricting weights over the flyover and Wheatley Bridge. Restrictions to be implemented in the
village centre, Ladder Hill and Littleworth Road, with access hour restrictions and Satnav and
strategic route advisory management
n) To address road safety along a number of routes perceived as particularly dangerous
p) To encourage the development of additional car parking spaces, including the provision of
‘load and go’ bays (where possible) in the village centre for short-term car parking
q) To continue to fund the bus services through S106 funding [41]
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Appendix 1 SODC Briefing Paper
All Councillor Briefing – Civil Parking Enforcement for South, Vale of White Horse
and Cherwell Districts
October 2020

PURPOSE OF PAPER
The purpose of this paper is to update and advise Councillors on
a. Progress made in investigating the feasibility of CPE for Oxfordshire and associated recommendations.
b. An indicative timeline for delivery
c. Frequently asked questions which may be posed by the public regarding CPE

BACKGROUND
1. Oxfordshire County Council was approached formally by South Oxfordshire and Vale of White
Horse District Council’s in August 2018 to look into implementing CPE. This scope was expanded
to also include Cherwell District Council.
2. Oxfordshire is one of the few remaining areas without CPE. There are 12 remaining districts
nationwide without CPE, 3 of which are in Oxfordshire.
3. To take on powers for civil enforcement, County Councils are required on behalf of District
Councils to make an application to the Department for Transport and thorough assessment is
needed to understand all the elements of how CPE will be successfully introduced and operated.
This information forms part of the application and demonstrates to the Department for Transport
that the highway authority would provide a service that conforms and delivers benefits set out
within the Traffic Management Act 2004 (TMA).
4. An Officer led working group (with representation from S&V, CDC and OCC) was established to
take forward a formal feasibility study which found that CPE was appropriate for the respective
districts. It should be noted CPE is already in place in Oxford City and West Oxfordshire.
5. When applying for CPE powers an authority must also state whether they request powers to carry
out Civil Bus Lane Enforcement. It is considered that this is sensible to give future scope of
enforcement activity if required.
6. Implementation of CPE has received support from Senior Officers at all involved Councils.
Approval is now being sought from each respective Cabinet to progress an application to
implement CPE.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7. When making an application for CPE, authorities can either apply to be a Civil Enforcement Area
(CEA) or a Special Enforcement Area (SEA). A CEA covers civil parking enforcement of waiting
and loading restrictions whilst a SEA includes additional powers to also enforce dropped kerb
obstruction and double parking offences. A SEA considered most appropriate for Oxfordshire as it
will provide flexibility to react to a wider range of parking offences. It is also recommended the
County Council applies for bus lane enforcement powers across the county.
8. This would also ensure continuity across the County as Oxford City and West Oxfordshire are both
currently managed via SEA’s. By being able to enforce dropped kerb and double parking offences
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we will also be able to deal with issues directly without the need to pass residents to other
agencies.
9. The independent feasibility study recommended that CPE was appropriate for Oxfordshire and
found the most cost-effective way to manage it was via a County led model. This model would see
Oxfordshire County Councils existing on street enforcement arrangements being extended to
cover the new SEA’s in the respective districts. Oxfordshire County Council have entered into a
new 5 year contract with Conduent Enforcement Services which subject to a legal and
procurement review could be used for the additional enforcement.
10. To ensure the cost neutrality of the scheme, additional locations for on street parking bays within
market towns. Not only would the income from these bays make CPE cost neutral they would also
bring wider benefits to the local economy by promote the turnover of parking spaces whilst
encouraging users to think about their travel choices, especially for short journeys.
11. Each District currently has their own external provider for off street parking enforcement. The
County recently entered into 5-year contracts with Conduent to manage on-street restrictions in
Oxford. In the short term, utilisation of these existing contracts to provide a service is preferable,
with a longer-term ambition of a single parking contract across Oxfordshire. This is subject to legal
and procurement review with District support.
12. This project is considered to support later stages of ‘recovery’, both in helping to ensure key traffic
routes, residential areas, cycling and bus corridors are free from obstructions, but also to manage
a potential increase in car travel and the associated issues that can cause. .

TIMESCALES
13. An indicative timetable for implementation is as follows (subject to Covid-19 Cabinet arrangements
in both Districts and County Councils).
MILESTONE
CPE approval paper to OCC Cabinet
CPE approval paper to CDC Cabinet
CPE approval paper to SODC Cabinet
CPE approval paper to VWH Cabinet
Draft application developed for the introduction of a SEA in districts.
Commencement of review of existing signs, lines and TROs
Commencement of the Statutory Consultation process
Application submitted to the DfT
DfT review & parliamentary process
Establishment of formal ‘back office’

DATE
Oct 20
Nov 20
Dec 20
Dec 20
Oct 20-Dec 21
Jan 21-Aug 21
Feb 21-April 21
April 21
April 21-Nov 21
July 21-Nov 21

Designation Order created and CPE brought into effect

Nov 21

FAQ’S
What is CPE?

Why do we need CPE?

Civil Parking Enforcement (CPE) is when a local authority takes on
responsibility from the police to enforce against illegal parking. This
process means parking violations becoming civil offences. In
Oxfordshire CPE will apply for on-street parking (roads and highways).
The effective management of waiting and loading restrictions will allow
us to match enforcement to our wider transport strategies.
This will mean:
- Less blocking of major traffic routes by incorrectly parked vehicles.
- Reduction in parking in disabled bays by non badge holders.
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- Better traffic management and improved parking restrictions.
It will:
- Encourage correct, sensible and safe parking across Oxfordshire.
- Reduce congestion on the roads.
- Help the emergency services access emergencies
- Make it safer for drivers and pedestrians
- Enable buses to operate more effectively
- Improve air quality, health and the general environment
- Keep Oxfordshire moving

What is changing?

What are the current time scales for
the implementation of CPE?
Which areas will be patrolled and how
often?

Parking restrictions in my area are
outdated. How do I get them
reviewed?
How is CPE funded?

Under the introduction of CPE parking enforcement across South
Oxfordshire, Vale of White Horse and Cherwell Districts will be taken
over from the Police by Oxfordshire County Council. This will result in
increased, more consistent enforcement of waiting and loading
restrictions, double parking offences and dropped kerb obstructions.
CPE is already in effect in Oxford City and West Oxfordshire.
Assuming Cabinet support the Council will look to implement CPE in
November 2021.
All areas where there are traffic regulation orders in place will be
patrolled, this includes all towns and most villages. An intelligence led
approach will be taken to enforcement meaning teams will be focused
on areas where illegal parking is having the most impact on road safety
and congestion.
If CPE is implemented parking restrictions will be reviewed on a regular
basis. If you feel there is an area where restrictions should be reviewed
please contact the parking team via Parking@oxfordshire.gov.uk
The aim of CPE is to achieve 100% compliance of parking regulations.
If that was to occur there would be no income from penalty charges.
However, if drivers choose to park illegally, they should expect to
receive a Penalty Charge Notice. Assumptions based on national
compliance levels have been assumed.
Fines associated with parking will be retained in Oxfordshire to support
the cost of enforcement.
Any surplus will be spent on local transport and environmental
improvements in Oxfordshire.

Why are the County Council proposing
to introduce Pay and Display Parking
as part of the rollout of CPE?

For CPE to be a success, it is important that the service is self-funding
and to do this the introduction of some on-street paid parking is
required to pay for enforcement etc. It should be remembered that the
overall aim of civil enforcement is to achieve compliance with the
restrictions in place. For this reason, revenue from PCN’s shouldn’t be
relied upon and charging makes the service more robust and
financially viable. Any surplus from the parking service is used to fund
wider highway improvements and paid parking will bring wider benefits
to the local economy by encouraging the turnover of parking spaces
whilst encouraging users to think about their travel choices, especially
for short journeys.

What will the penalty be for drivers
found to be parking illegally?

There are two levels of Penalty Charge:
- £70 for the more serious offences, e.g. parking on yellow lines
- £50 for less serious offences, e.g. overstaying in a limited waiting
bay.
Both charges are reduced by 50% if paid within 14 days.

If CPE was introduced how would
Councillors, Town Councils and
members of the public report concern
about parking enforcement?

Members of the public, Town Councils and Councillors would be able
to report areas and incidents of illegal parking via a dedicated email
address and telephone line. Officers would investigate and will take
enforcement action as required.
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What enforcement is currently taking
place?
Will the introduction of new residents
parking schemes be considered once
CPE is introduced?

Parking offences in areas that are not currently covered by CPE are a
criminal offence (fixed penalty notice) and enforced by Thames Valley
Police.
Permit parking schemes can benefit residents and their visitors in
areas where extraneous parking causes a problem. A key factor in
their success is enforcement, and the introduction of CPE will open up
opportunities for new schemes to be considered. Any scheme of this
nature is subject evidenced local support and funding
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Appendix 2 High St Parking Petition and Survey November 2021
Findings of the Informal, Resident-Led Consultation on Parking Enforcement of
Wheatley High Street
Executive Summary
This paper is a formal documentation of the views and concerns expressed by residents,
businesses and other stakeholders to new special enforcement areas (SEAs) that will be
introduced on 1st November 2021, whereby in partnership with Cherwell, South
Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse District Councils, parking offences in these areas
will now be enforced by Oxfordshire County Council.
Concerns have been raised by residents of Wheatley High Street and the surrounding
roads that enforcement of largely obsolete, historic parking rules on this road will have a
negative impact on residents, businesses, and increase congestion elsewhere.
This paper summarises the findings of informal, resident-led research, and local
consultation activities that took place in October 2021 and demonstrates that residents
are overwhelmingly in favour of introducing a permit scheme. The benefits of doing so
outweigh the risks, and there are funding options available for the scheme that will not
negatively impact other important village funding priorities.
Recommendations
 For Wheatley Parish Council to consider and support the findings of the residentled informal consultation
 To commit to undertaking a formal consultation to fill any gaps left by the informal
consultation, or any processes required by law, and advise parishioners a
reasonable time frame for completing this work
 Subject to there being no objections from formal consultation and communication,
to deliver residents and visitor permit scheme into operation on the High Street.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Background
1.1 On Wheatley High Street, on street parking is limited between the hours of 9am-5pm
Monday-Friday to 2-hours along the road, and 1-hour directly in front of the parade of
shops.
1.2 Enforcement of parking restrictions has, until now, been the responsibility of Thames
Valley Police who have been unable to undertake enforcement for 10-15 years due to
under resourcing. As a result, residents and non-residents use the High Street as an
unrestricted parking zone.
1.3 Concerns around parking problem areas have been expressed by councillors,
stakeholders and residents across the county and as a response, new special
enforcement areas (SEAs) are being introduced on 1st November 2021 in partnership
with Cherwell, South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse District Councils. Parking
offences in SEAs will now be enforced by Oxfordshire County Council.
1.4 Whilst this is a welcome change for problem areas, particularly in busy towns, the
change will have unintended consequences for areas in which unenforced parking
restrictions have become obsolete and it is important these existing parking
restrictions are updated and fit-for-purpose.
1.5 This is particularly relevant for residents on Wheatley High Street.
1.6 A grass-roots residents’ group has formed and gathered data to lobby and inform
Parish, District, and County Council representatives and ensure parking restrictions
are appropriate.
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Evidence for Change
2.1 Needs Assessment
2.1.1 Information has been gathered from resident ‘door-stopping’, the
Wheatley Traffic Enforcement Facebook Group and NextDoor App, and a
Q&A session with Cllr Tim Bearder (see 2.3).The following High Street
parking needs have been identified:
2.1.1.1 Car-owning households without off-road parking that will need
residential parking permits (for each car)
2.1.1.2 Car-owning households with off road parking for one car that need
permits for additional vehicles
2.1.1.3 Businesses who require longer than 2hrs parking for staff or clients
during working hours (e.g. Wheatley Osteopaths and Bruin Café)
2.1.1.4 Households who require visitor permits for family and friends for
extended stays
2.1.1.5 Tradesmen and carers who will need visitor permits to provide
services to clients on the High Street
2.2 Residents views expressed at Parish Council Meeting, Monday 4th October
2.2.1 Wheatley residents attended the Parish Council Meeting on Monday 4th
October to express concerns regarding the implementation of parking
enforcement on the High Street and to request a permit scheme be
implemented alongside 2-hour parking slots.
2.2.2 It was noted by Councillors during the meeting that this was one of the
largest attendances by residents to a Parish Council Meeting,
demonstrating the strength of opinion on the matter.
2.2.3 During the meeting, residents were advised that further information on the
need and cost of any future schemes needed exploring, and that further
consultation would be required.
2.3 Q&A with Cllr Tim Bearder, Thursday 14th October
2.3.1 Around 30 people attended a Q&A session with Cllr Tim Bearder on
Thursday 14th October.
2.3.2 There was a clear and consistent view from attendees that parking
enforcement without additional permit provision on the High Street is
undesirable, and that permits should be available to residents, businesses
and visitors in addition to parking limits for non-residents.
2.4 Online Petition
2.4.1 An e-petition was published on 12th October 2021 requesting the council
to review the current parking restrictions in consultation with residents and
businesses and introduce permit schemes where needed.
2.4.2 As of 19th October 2021, the online petition has received 46 signatures.
2.4.3 It should be noted that this e-petition is not accessible to residents without
internet access and is therefore not wholly representative of the village
population. However, it is important to recognise that despite this, as per
statutory guidance issued under the Traffic Management Act 20041, the
number of signatures does meet the minimum threshold for further action
by local authorities, as it represents a pragmatic and statistically
significant proportion of residents in terms of feasible petition response.

1

Right to challenge parking policies - Traffic Management Act 2004: network management duty guidance
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2.5 Facebook Group Poll
2.5.1 On 18th October, a poll was published on the Wheatley Traffic
Enforcement Facebook Group to informally estimate how many residents
would be interested in having residents and visitor permits. The results are
as follows:
2.5.2 Table 1: Permit Poll Results
Number/type of
permits
1 car
2 cars
More than 2 cars
Visitor permits
None
Total responses

Total no. of
requests
8
3
2
12
3
29

2.5.3 This poll is anonymous and represents number of permit requests rather
than number of households. It should be viewed as a minimum baseline
number rather than an accurate estimate of need as the poll is only
accessible to Facebook users; true demand is therefore likely to be
higher.
2.5.4 This poll represents a baseline level of demand in that the High Street
could expect at least 20 individual car permits and 12 visitor permit packs
being requested each year.
3 Options, Risks and Benefits
3.1.1 Table 2 summarises the options for mitigating the impact of enforcing
parking restrictions on the High Street.
3.1.2 Table 2: Options Appraisal
1. Do nothingenforce current
parking
restrictions

Benefits
Risks
 Reduce congestion on High
 Local businesses requiring staff
Street during office hours
and client parking >2 hours will
experience a negative impact on
 Non-residents using the High
trade as clients/staff will find it
Street as free commuter
difficult to park nearby
parking or holiday parking
will reduce
 Tradesmen and care workers will
be unable to park on the road
during working hours, making it
extremely challenging for
residents and businesses to
access these services; residents
with health and social care
needs will be disproportionately
impacted by the change.
 Residents park cars on
surrounding roads, increasing
congestion in other parts of the
village
 Residents park in the Merry Bells
car park (currently unenforced
and no changes to this indicated)
causing congestion and
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preventing clients of the Merry
Bells parking here

2. Introduce residents 
and visitor parking
permits alongside

2hr parking
(preferred option)




3. Remove all parking
restrictions on the
road






Residents will be able to

park legally near their homes
Tradesmen and carers will
be able to legally park near
client homes
Non-residents using the High
Street as free commuter
parking or holiday parking
will reduce
Surrounding roads will be
protected from High Street
residents and visitors parking
on them

Predicted costs for the scheme
around £10k which will need to
be sought. Increasing the Parish
Precept to cover charges may
not be acceptable to Councillors
or some residents.

Less expensive than a

permit scheme, reducing
cost pressures on
Parish/District/County
Councils
Current parking habits on the
High Street can continue

Unrestricted access to
homes and shops for
residents, businesses,
shoppers, tradesmen and
carers

Risks increasing congestion on
the High Street, especially as
restrictions on other roads are
enforced or new restrictions
introduced as part of the
Wheatley Traffic Plan and
Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan
In the long term, leaves the High
Street open to worsening
congestion, especially as
housing numbers increase in the
village

4 Costs & Value for Money
4.1 Table 3 summarises the predicted costs of introducing a permit scheme on Wheatley
High Street, based on similar schemes implemented elsewhere in the county.
4.2 Table 3: Predicted Costs
Item
Signage
Estimate 4x entry signs
10x repeater signs

Estimated Cost
£2,604 (inc. VAT)

Based on similar scheme costing
£4982+VAT for 4x entry signs plus 30x
repeater signs
4.3 It should be noted
TRO costs
£3,255
that other recurring costs
Back office configuration
£1,350
such as permit
Total
£7,209
administration are
covered by the cost of the permits, which are as follows2:
4.3.1.1 The first and second permits at a property are £65 per year
4.3.1.2 If allowed more than two permits, the third permit is £130. Further
permits are £200 each.
2

Costs and payment of a parking permit | Oxfordshire County Council
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4.3.1.3

First set of visitor permits free, second set £25 (no charge if resident
over 70 years).
4.4 Residents and Councillors recognise that there are significant pressures on Parish
Council funds, and many other competing priorities. Table 4 presents a possible
funding solution for High Street Parking, utilising County Council and District Council
funding sources, which would not require any additional funding from the Parish
Council.
4.5 Table 4: Funding Sources
Funding Source
Amount
Cllr Tim Bearder OCC Priority Funding £4,000
Cllr Alexandrine Kantor Councillor
£3,209
Community Grant 2021/22 (max. grant
£5,000)
Total
£7,209
4.6 It should be noted that the SODC Councillor Community Grant needs applying for and
is not a guaranteed source of income.
4.7 When discussed at the Parish Council Meeting in October, there was little appetite for
a one-off increase to the Precept to pay for a permit scheme. However, Councillors
are asked to note that if only around £3k was required after the OCC Priority Funding
Grant, this would be a nominal one-off increase per-household- less than £1- for
considerable gain for residents on and around the High Street.
4.8 In terms of value for money, the introduction of a permit scheme on the High Street
will:
4.8.1 Significantly benefit residents in and around the road, by preventing
congestion being created by enforcement of the old parking rules on the
High Street
4.8.2 Significantly benefit businesses who will be able to continue trading with
clients who require parking >2hours
4.8.3 By enforcing thw 1hr slots but no permit parking outside the parade of
shops, increase fairness of distribution of parking for shoppers (able to
park near shops) and residents (able to park near homes but not block
shops)
4.8.4 Contribute towards realisation of the Wheatley Neighbourhood
Development Plan by enhancing parking management and provision
(TT1O2) and supporting the village with safe and sufficient parking (TT1V)
4.8.5 Ensure current plans and data for Wheatley Traffic Control Plan 2020 are
still relevant and feasible by preventing further exacerbation of existing
problems on Farm Close Road and Church Road
4.8.6 Be self-financing in the years after implementation, with income balancing
out the costs of providing the ongoing permit enforcement service.
5 Competing Parish Priorities
5.1 There are several competing traffic priorities for the Parish, notably congestion on
Church Road and Littleworth Road, which also require Parish Council resources (both
monetary and time) to address.
5.2 Councillors are asked to consider the following justifications for short-term
prioritisation of the High Street:
5.2.1 As this paper demonstrates, there is significant support from residents to
quickly drive forward this project. This enthusiasm should be utilised as
residents are motivated to devote time and energy to play a leading role in
realisation of the plan, and reduce these resource demands on the Parish
Council.
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5.2.2 Addressing this now prevents parking spilling over on to surrounding
roads, and exacerbating existing problems on Church Road and Farm
Close Road. It will create more work to address issues on roads which
were previously not a problem, and make finding solutions to Church
Road and Farm Close Road congestion even more difficult.
5.2.3 Despite several years of concerted effort by the council to try to address
the issues on Church Road and Littleworth Road, a satisfactory solution
has not been found due to the particular complexity and cost of traffic
management options for these roads. A clear and simple solution is
available for the High Street, with significant support from residents and
other stakeholders, and funding options identified. This could be a ‘quick
win’ for the Parish Council, and demonstrates to residents and
stakeholders that responsive, timely change is possible within the village.
6 Risk Management Implications
6.1 The risk that a permit scheme to residents and businesses will be unacceptable is
very low given the volume of support to this informal, resident-led consultation.
6.2 Wheatley Parish Council are asked to consider undertaking a ‘letter drop’ consultation
and public exhibition for further reassurance.
6.3 Pending approval, a formal advertisement of traffic orders should take place, offering
residents, businesses, and stakeholders a further opportunity to comment.
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Appendix 3 High St Parking Consultation (High St Residents) Jan 2022
The responses and results from the recent consultation with residents and business from the
High St, Wheatley are below:
Question 1 Full Post code
Post code
Location
OX33 1XP
High St East
OX33 1XX
High St West
OX33 1XT
High St Central
OX33 1XY
Bell Lane

Responses
29
20
9
4

Question 2 Residential or Business responses
Resident/Business
Responses
Residents (High St & Bell Lane)
58
Business owner/employee
4
Question 3 Residents only. How many vehicles do you have in your household?

Number of Vehicles
None
One
Two
Three
More than 3
TOTAL

Percentage
8.06%
46.77%
35.48%
8.06%
1.61%

Responses
5
29
22
5
1
62
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Question 4 Business only – how many staff/business vehicles regularly park on the High
St?

Number of Vehicles
None
One
Two
Three
More than 3
TOTAL

Percentage
66.67%
16.67%
0.0%
0.0%
16.67%

Responses
4
1
0
0
1
6

5. Residents only – Where do you park your vehicle? Car one…

If parked elsewhere locations include Merry Bells (3), Work (4), King & Queens car park (1) Bell
Lane (1), Church Rd (1)
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6. Residents only – Where do you park your vehicle? Car two…

If parked elsewhere locations include Merry Bells (2), Work (3).
Question 7. Residents only – Where do you park your vehicle? Car three…

Question 8 Residents only – Where do you park your vehicle? Car four…
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If parked elsewhere locations include Mulberry Drive (1),
Question 9 How would you rate your ability to park witin walking distance of the High St?

Day/Time

Mon-Fri
9am-4pm
Mon-Fri
4pm-9am
Weekends

I can
always find
a parking
space
16
(27.59%)
20
(37.04%
19
(33.33)

I can usually
find a
parking
space
20
(34.48%)
21
(38.89%)
19
(33.33%)

I sometimes
have difficulty
finding a
space
14
(24.145)
6
(11.11%)
14
(24.59%)
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I always have
difficulties
finding a
parking space
8
(13.79%)
7
(12.96%)
5
(8.77%)

TOTAL

58
54
57

Appendix 4 High St Parking Consultation (High St Residents) Jan 2022
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Appendix 5 Extracts from Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan 2019
Transport and Movement
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